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iPEEL - allantoin peeling Eliminates dead cells. BIO-LAURE 2 step treatment 

Applied with a brush - waiting time 2-8 minutes Ideal for smokers, menopausal women, or after a long illness.

Sensitive skin - wash off                        Balance Normalizes oil secretion, antiseptic, anti-inflamatory, healing

Other skins - remove by gommage with wet gauzes. Regenerates, anti-bacterial.

PRO-PEEL -FRUIT ACID PEELING Applied with a brush - waiting time 2-8 minutes                        Remodel Reduces wrinkles, regenerates, oxygenates, brightens

Rinse very well strong anti-radical, heals.

Recommend a series of 6 treatments in the fall and spring.                                MOISTURIZING ALGAE MASK Hydrates both superficial and deep layers of the skin

Not for couperose or very thin skin. Remineralizes, stimulates, anti-bacterial.

GENTLE ENZYME EXFOLIANT Eliminates dead cells 2 product treatment : algae mask + plastifying lotion

Refines skin grain PROTOCELL MASK with Micro-CollagenPromotes regeneration of collagen and elastin.

Mix powder + liquid just before application Reduces appearance of wrinkles, hydrates, restructures.

Must use steamer for this treatment to work                        Moisturize Deeply hydrates

DERMOLYSE - BIOLOGICAL PEEL Deep exfoliation with proteolytic enzymes (enzymes that break down proteins).                       Illuminate Reinforce anti-radical defenses, reduces sun damage,stimulates cell renewal

Eliminates dead cells and impurities                        Regenerate Reduces appearance of fine lines and wrinkles..

Refines skin textures, brightens and unifies tint. BIOMATRIX - PURE COLLAGEN 97.9%Softens, reduce redness, reduces wrinkles, activates cellular renewal,

Regulates oil secretions.Aids blackhead extraction delivers  optimum hydration,

Simulates cellular regeneration. Face massage to be done AFTER the Biomatrix application.

Very helpful in treating acneic skin.                       Myo Lift Immediate tensing and hydrating.

2 step treatment                        Collagen Biomatrix Hydrating and regenerating - recommended after microdermabrasion

Must use steamer for this treatment to work

MOUSSE ACTIDERM Facilitates blackhead removalReplaces the use of steamer.

Apply after using an exfoliant, before blackhead extraction.

Warm sensation is due to increased micro-circulation

Dilates pores to ease blackhead removal.Apply for 8-10 min, remove with water





Reinforce anti-radical defenses, reduces sun damage,stimulates cell renewal

Softens, reduce redness, reduces wrinkles, activates cellular renewal,

Hydrating and regenerating - recommended after microdermabrasion


